Middle 3

Middle 3 have had a really busy summer term.
We’ve been enjoying the sounds of Africa, learning and composing different rhythms on
the Djembe drums. The pupils have loved this!

Lea Green Adventure by Liam
On Monday 3rd June all of middle school went
to lea green. Our team first did den building
out of logs trees and sticks then we lit some
wool on fire after
me and some other
people toasted
marshmallows. Then we took down our log house down
and made a new better one out of four trees. Then we
left for diner. After dinner we did sky lines it was
scary, then we went
down a zip line after
we were going to do
archery but we did not have any time so we
did soft play for the rest of the time then we
went on the bus.

We’ve also been looking at poetry in some of our English lessons. Here is a selection of
poems that the pupils have written:

Wolf by Liam
Wolf Wolf Black grey and brown
When on a hunt it makes not a sound
Dare to come near it will stare and it will kill
Those who don’t care
When it feeds its hungry needs
It sleeps away its winter dreams

Blue Staffy by Paige
Blue staffy blue staff as blue as the sky.
Shines like the sun burning down.
Blue staffy you move in the fastest way.
Razor sharp teeth for tug of war.
Muscly strong legs mean blue staffy can jump.
Enjoy long walks and running free in fields.
Gives the best cuddles when you don’t feel good.

Whippet by Ruben
Whippet whippet
Fast as the wind
Brown eyes wide open
Feet tickling across the grass
Cute to keep
Cuddly dogs love to around family
Brown thin fur
Shiny black nose and so skinny.

Cheetah by James
Cheetah Cheetah stripy tail
Orange and black
Eyes are golden
Fur is fluffy
Teeth are sharp
They are fast
Hunting in the desert.

Wolfie by Robert
Wolfie Wolfie living in the cave
In the taige land
Where the wolf pack
They howl at full moon
They eat meat at morning and noon
They’re not fat
Their fur makes them big and fluffy too!
If you see one, tame one with some bones or meat
Then they’ll help you with the wolfie gang

